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A beautiful full color volume about how "Science Discovers the Truths of the Bible"
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**Customer Reviews**

Superb book highlighting links between what is written in Torah, and discoveries made by modern science. It covers wide range of subjects, from weather, to health, to Kashrut, to geology, and even goes on to look at metaphysics and the "supernatural". Well written text, and good photos.

An exceptional book for people of many faiths. This is a must read. You will look at the world totally differently after reading this book. The truth shown in this book by Rabbi Zamir Cohen is indisputable. Whether you believe in a Creator or not prior to this is not as important as whether your mind is ready to absorb reality as it really is, not as we perceive it. If you believe in a Creator, this book will show you how perfect his creation is, and strenghten your understanding of our purpose in this world. If you dont or are doubtful of a Creator, than this book will shed so much much light on the issue, that its impossible for anyone to conclude that there is no creator to this perfect creation we take for granted each day. Make sure to have an open mind when reading this and read every word, as it would be impossible to truly understand the magnitude of this information without it. In so many words, this book is a life changer, and it can be the first or 100th step on anyone’s journey to the truth.

If we were taught this in school - not only as a nation, but internationally - science meets religion: Scientific Facts & Spiritual events: ex. Passover - ten plagues - the color of the Nile turning
red - happened hundreds of miles away - trickled down to Egypt - people can't heat - very dry - hail, frogs (they die - can't eat bugs) - bugs get out of control - can't wash - lice, etc. Last plague - death - the mold or bacteria from all of that from the water - when it came in - it killed the first born of Egypt. The First born of the household slept on a bed or hammock, slightly above the floor & the others slept higher up - however, the spiritual part - causing your own karma - Rameses wouldn't let the people go & spiritually zapped himself & his people. It shows the logic (scientifically), but interestingly enough, things happen or occur because on an energetic/spiritual level - because of your own actions - karma got him! - It’s just too much of a coincidence - in my book. However, there are many more examples - medical, space (cosmos), that are amazing - check it out - if you want to read something that’s intelligent - it questions how we look at things & actually makes us think! Enjoy!

The Revolution is Underway Many of our leading scientists are astonished to find that the Torah - the body of Jewish wisdom including the Bible, Prophets, and later Writings - describes secrets of nature with remarkable precision, which modern science and its technological advances have only recently discovered. 310 Colorfull Pages. Hardcover

This book just blows you away. As in all alltime classics you don't have to read more than one page to realize the brilliance of this book. The information presented forces drastic changes. I'm still shaking from it.

If you're the type that wants to dig into why science and one's religious beliefs shouldn't be separated because everyone else wants to argue over who's right and who's wrong, this is the book for you. Very in depth perspectives on why the two ideologies don't have to be at odds with one another. I would recommend everyone at least take the time to see what this book has to say.

This is one of the most amazing books by one of the most amazing rabbis. He doesn't tell you folk stories but clear scientific facts and he appeal to me brain rather then emotions... Must read for anybody who has questions about life and the Jewish faith.

I have read this book cover to cover twice, and it sits on the livingroom table enstead of the book shelf where it is almost weekly picked up and admired by guests and company visiting the house. The book is layed out well with cover to cover full color photographs. If I were to pick just one
thing that really struck me about this book, it would be seeing just how much knowledge the great sages of the past had (versus so many of the people who call themselves "Rabbi" today!), and just how terribly far away from Sinai we are today. I highly recommend this book!
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